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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
DYNAMIC MODULUS PERFORMANCE OF IDOT MIXTURES 
 
 The dynamic modulus (E*) of hot mix asphalt (HMA) is the currently preferred structural 
characterization test for use in structural design.  This value has been selected for inclusion in 
the Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG).  With the introduction of 
Superpave mix designs, the structural properties of mixtures have changed in recent years, and 
an examination of current stiffness values is required as the Extended Life Hot Mix Asphalt 
Pavement (ELHMAP) design concepts require stiffness for several different HMA layers in the 
structure.  The use of pre-Superpave modulus values could be inappropriate. 
 
 Twenty mixtures representing surface and binder mixtures were sampled from the field.  
These mixtures were selected to cover the spectrum of mixtures and binders and mix designs 
being used throughout the state.  Gyratory samples were compacted to 7 and 4 percent air 
voids and then prepared for E* testing.  Three replicate samples were prepared for each 
mixture.  Testing was conducted at three temperatures (-4 o, 10 o, and 20o C) and frequencies 
from 0.01 to 10 Hz. 
 
 Five additional mixtures were added to the testing program.  These mixtures were used 
to construct the ELHMAP sections to be used for response and fatigue testing under full scale 
loading. 
 
 The E* data shows that current IDOT mixtures have excellent modulus values which 
may be higher than the previously used values. 
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DYNAMIC MODULUS PERFORMANCE 
OF IDOT MIXTURES 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 The modulus of the components used in constructing a pavement has always been 
the single most important factor in establishing the structural cross section of the pavement.  
The methodology for obtaining the modulus, however, has been considerably different for 
each different material type.  Some agencies have simply applied a crude conversion factor 
to the CBR value (AASHTO 92).  Some have used the stress-strain curve from an 
unconfined compression test to obtain either a secant or tangent modulus.  Recent test 
methodology has adopted the resilient modulus where the deformation of a sample is 
measured under a dynamic load pulse followed by a rest period.  The resilient modulus is 
the applied stress divided by the recoverable strain following the rest period.  This value has 
been determined from cylindrical samples for granular and fine grained materials, while for 
bound material such as hot mix asphalt (HMA) it has been determined in the indirect tensile 
test set up. 
 These tests all produce different values for the modulus coming from different test 
parameters and different test configurations.  These differences were not significant in the 
past when each transportation agency was calibrating their structural designs to observed 
performance, and different test methodologies were primarily used in trial evaluations. 
 With the development of the new Mechanistic Empirical Pavement Design Guide 
under NCHRP 1-37A a consistent methodology was deemed necessary, and several 
studies all pointed to the dynamic modulus as being most appropriate for the modulus 
determination for paving materials. 
 This report details the dynamic modulus (E*) testing conducted on a representative 
number of typical Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) hot mix asphalt (HMA) 
mixtures from across the state.  These mixtures were selected as part of project ICT-R39, 
“Validation of Design Principles for Extended Life Hot Mix Asphalt Pavements (ELHMAP).”  
A necessary part of this project was to generate modulus data on mixtures currently being 
used in construction, rather than relying on data from mixtures no longer being constructed.  
These newer mixtures are being designed with performance graded asphalt binders, PG 
graded, and the Superpave gyratory compactor for sample preparation. 
 In addition, the mixtures used in the construction of the ELHMAP pavement sections 
at the Advanced Transportation Research Engineering Laboratory (ATREL) in Rantoul were 
sampled for inclusion.  These pavement sections were constructed for full scale response 
testing with the Advanced Transportation Loading Assembly (ATLAS). 
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CHAPTER 2 DYNAMIC MODULUS 
 
 The dynamic modulus test involves applying a compressive haversine load, shown in 
Figure 1, to a cylindrical sample.  There is a small seating load included in the load pulse.  
The deformation of the sample is monitored through the application of Linear Variable 
Differential Transformers (LVDTs) applied to the side of the sample shown in Figure 2.  The 
resulting data is a record of the stress and strain as a function of time in the sample that is 
plotted in Figure 3.  The dynamic modulus is the maximum stress divided by the maximum 
strain.  This test also produces a viscoelastic property, the phase angle.  This is the lag time 
between the application of the stress and the strain response.  This is the reason for the 
difference in the peaks for the stress and strain traces shown in Figure 3.  The phase angle 
is used in viscoelastic analysis for complex modulus calculations, but is not used in 
determining the dynamic modulus. 
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Figure 1.  Haversine loading curve for a 0.02 Hz loading cycle on a cylindrical 
sample. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Deformation gauge attached to gauge points on sample. 
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Figure 3.  Load and deflection traces from dynamic modulus test, 0.1 Hz. 
 
 The dynamic modulus test provides for testing under different temperature 
conditions, which is important for HMA because the modulus changes with temperature.  To 
represent different traffic conditions, the testing can be conducted under different 
frequencies to represent the speed of the vehicles.  With a wheel load applying an 
approximate haversine load, this test represents an excellent test methodology to model the 
response to moving wheels. 
 
2.1 TIME OF LOADING – LOAD PULSE DURATION 
 A concern with the dynamic modulus and the frequency used in the representation of 
the modulus data arises when attempting to compare the results to other tests.  Among 
these are the use of the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) device to determine layer 
modulus values in the field, and the standard creep test used in the laboratory to 
characterize the creep compliance or relaxation modulus.  This concern is compounded in 
pavement analysis if load spreading is included which lengthens the time of the load pulse 
as the depth into the pavement structure increases.  Researchers using these testing 
methods prefer to discuss different loading rates in terms of “time of loading.”  The “time of 
loading” is the time the load is on the sample when the load pulse is a square wave that is 
kept on the sample and the strain is recorded at various times after the load is applied.  This 
is shown in Figure 4.  The modulus is the strain divided by the applied stress at the selected 
time. 
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Figure 4.  Square wave load pulse commonly used in creep testing. 
 
 Because of the historical nature of these data, researchers are drawn to making 
comparisons between the haversine load and the square wave load pulse.  This is being 
done even though nothing in the natural pavement world applies a square wave load to the 
pavement.  Even the FWD test does not apply a square wave; it applies a quasi-haversine 
load pulse, as shown in Figure 5, that more closely approximates a sinusoidal wave pulse.  
The FWD is said to apply a 30 millisecond load pulse.  This is often mis-interpreted as a 
“time of loading” similar to that in the creep test; it is really a load pulse duration.  In Figure 
5, the shaded portion would represent the rise time of load pulse, approximately half of the 
total load pulse duration.  Observation of the load pulse applied clearly shows that while it is 
most similar to a haversine load, the rise and decay time is not precisely a haversine, but 
certainly not sinusoidal.  There is no sustained load as there is in the square wave.   
 The conversion between frequency and “time of loading” is straightforward when the 
appropriate mode of loading is recognized.  The frequency, f, of a haversine load converts to 
a load pulse time, tp, of 1/f.  Thus, a 10 Hz haversine load has a load pulse time of 0.1 
seconds.  For a sinusoidal wave pulse, the conversion to “time of load” is t = 1/2πf where f is 
the frequency of the sinusoidal pulse; thus, a 10 Hz sinusoidal pulse has a “time of load” of 
approximately 0.02 seconds.  
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Figure 5.  A typical FWD load pulse. 
 
 These conversions are not applicable when converting a haversine load to a “time of 
load.”  This conversion factor should be somewhat between the square and the sinusoidal 
load pulse.  This is of major concern in comparing laboratory values to field behavior, 
bringing in vehicle speed, and the spreading effect of depth into the asphalt layer.  Other 
researchers have concerns over which load pulse, as seen in the strain variation with time, 
should be used in the computation of “load pulse duration”.  The radial or vertical stress can 
have a different shape, and is not symmetrical.   
 Unless one is converting to compare with traditional creep or relaxation testing, or for 
comparison using the old nomographs, the 1/2πf conversion should never be used for field 
comparisons to lab testing.  A “load pulse duration” should not be expressed without 
referencing the stress pulse frequency, and should not be referred to as a load pulse time.  
A 10 Hz sine wave has a load pulse duration of 0.02 seconds while a haversine wave with a 
frequency of 10 Hz will have a load pulse duration of 0.1 seconds. 
 Because all testing in the new Mechanistic Empirical Design Guide will be dynamic 
modulus with haversine load pulse, in this report the data representation from this test will 
be completely in frequency, and any reference to time of loading will by definition be load 
pulse duration. 
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CHAPTER 3 IDOT MIXTURES TESTED 
 
 A series of representative mixtures from a majority of IDOT Districts in Illinois were 
selected under IDOT direction.  These mixtures were selected to provide a variety of 
aggregate types, nominal maximum size, number of gyrations in the mix design, presence of 
an anti-strip, and binder type.  The mixture designs from each District are given in Appendix 
A.  These mixtures were nearly evenly split between surface mixture and binder mixture 
types.  The binder mixtures were utilized for fatigue testing and preparation of rich bottom 
binder mixtures in addition to the dynamic modulus testing reported here.   Three replicate 
samples were prepared for dynamic modulus testing for the IDOT mixtures, and two 
samples were used for the ELHMAP test section mixtures.  
 Each IDOT mixture is given the designation of the district, and the number of 
gyrations.  Thus, a District One mixture will start with 1, followed by the number of gyrations 
in the mix design, n105 indicating a 105 gyration mix yielding 1n105.  An additional letter is 
added when there are duplicate mixes from a District with the same number of design 
gyrations, and is merely an internal indicator.  The mixtures tested are given in Table 1. 
 The mixtures used in the ELHMAP sections constructed at ATREL for response and 
fatigue testing under full scale loads using ATLAS were sampled to provide mixtures for 
inclusion in the testing program for dynamic modulus determination.  The mixture design 
sheets for these mixtures are included in Appendix A with the mix design sheets for the 
IDOT mixtures collected. 
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Table 1.  Properties of IDOT Mixtures 
 
Mix ID Asphalt type 
Asphalt 
Grade Anti strip 
AC 
content Agg. Type Mix # Ndesign Gmm 
1n105 Polymer SBS PG70-28 No 6.50 Dolomite 81bit 054H N105 2.473 
1n80S Polymer SBS 76-28 No 6.1 Steel slag B81bitGA09 N80 2.935 
1n80D SMA, polymer SBS 76-28 No 8.04 
crushed 
dolomite 81bitGA10 N80 2.483 
2n90 Polymer SBS PG70-22 No 5.90 Dolomite 82bit 2491 N90 2.527 
3n70 Neat PG64-22 No 5.17 Limestone 83bit 016R N70 2.484 
3n90 Polymer SBS PG76-22 0.5% AD-HERE  LOF 65-00 LS** 5.06 Dolomite 83bit 018Z N90 2.484 
3n90T Neat PG64-22 No 4.06 limestone and RAP 83bit 002T N90 2.51 
5n70 neat PG64-22 No 5.3 limestone 85bit2939 N70  
5n105 Polymer SBS PG76-28 0.1% lime by weight of Agg. 4.70 Limestone 85bit 3430 N105 2.483 
5n90 Neat PG64-22 0.5% Pave Bond Lite 4.90 Dolomite 85bit 3603 N90 2.540 
6n50 Neat PG64-22 0.7% Pave Bond Lite 5.05 Limestone 86bit 3312 N50 2.45 
6n50s Polymer SBS PG76-22 No 5.9 limestone 86bit3350 N50 2.437 
6n90 Polymer SBS PG76-22 No 5.4 dolomite 86bit3241 N90 2.466 
8n70 Neat PG64-22 No 4.93 Limestone 88bit 1928 N70 2.496 
8n105 Polymer PG70-22 No 5.5 Gravel/dolomite 88bit2075 N105 2.436 
9n90 Neat PG64-22 No 4.8 limestone 89bit3783 N90 2.485 
1111 Polymer SBS PG70-22 Lime 4.5 limestone 85bit1111 N90 2.477 
1112 Neat PG64-22 Lime 4.5 Limestone 85bit1112 N90 2.477 
1113 Polymer SBS PG 70-22 Lime 5.4 Gravel/limestone 85bit1113 N90 2.443 
1114 Neat PG64-22 Lime 5.1 Limestone 85bit1114 N90 2.457 
3809 Polymer SBS PG 76-28 Lime 5.4 Steel Slag-SMA 85bit3809 N80 2.937 
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3.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
 The dynamic modulus protocol (NCHRP 1-28A) calls for testing to be done on 
samples with a diameter of 100 mm (nominal 4 inches) and a height of 150 mm (nominal 6 
inches).  For this protocol testing to be conducted on samples with 4 percent air voids 
requires preparation of several gyratory samples which will then be cored and the ends 
sawed off to achieve the proper height.  The air void content of the core is determined, and if 
it is within tolerance to the 4 percent, it will be tested.   
Because this protocol requires an extensive amount of material and time, it was 
decided that for this project, the gyratory samples would be manufactured at 4 and 7 percent 
air voids.  The specimens were not compacted to the mix design gyration level, but until they 
reached the desired air voids.   These samples would then be cored/sawed on equipment 
shown in Figure 6, and the air void content determined on the cores.  These cored/sawed 
samples are then tested for dynamic modulus determination. 
The ELHMAP test section mixtures were only compacted to 7 percent air voids.  This 
was done because the compacted densities in the sections constructed at ATREL were in 
this range, and the modulus values were to be used for comparison to FWD testing, and 
thus lower void levels were not required. 
 
Figure 6.  Sawing apparatus (top) and coring apparatus (bottom). 
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This coring procedure is required because it has been noted that the air void 
distribution in a gyratory sample is not uniform, and is lower at the outer edges and higher 
and more uniform in the center.  This difference in air voids was found for the mixtures 
tested in this study.  Table 2a and Table 2b show the air voids for the gyratory samples and 
the cored samples for the IDOT and ELHMAP mixtures, respectively.  The density of the 
cores is consistently higher than for the gyratory samples (lower air voids).  The mixtures 
used for testing are named using the gyratory air voids, either a 4 or a 7, but the actual air 
voids must be obtained from Table 2a or Table 2b.  Thus, the mixture referenced above 
would be 1N105-4 or 1N105-7, with the only difference being the level of air voids in the 
gyratory specimen. 
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Table 2a.  Gyratory and Cored Sample Air Voids, IDOT Mixtures 
 
 4% air voids 7% air voids 
Sample 
Sample
 No. gyratorycored
Sample
 No. gyratory cored 
1n80d 3 2.57% ----- 1 6.57% 4.94% 
  4 2.52% ----- 2 6.53% 5.12% 
  5 2.52% ----- 3 7.15% 6.08% 
1N80s 1 4.19% 2.83% 1 7.13% 6.37% 
  2 4.39% 2.82% 2 6.80% 6.03% 
  3 4.80% 3.86% 3 7.28% 6.42% 
1n105 1 4.10% 2.61% 1 6.94% 4.52% 
  2 4.14% 2.40% 2 6.79% 5.49% 
  3 4.59% 2.99% 3 6.71% 5.14% 
2n90 1 4.91% 3.25% 1 6.23% 4.60% 
  3 5.53% 3.74% 2 6.50% 4.66% 
  4 4.89% 2.93% 3 7.15% 5.29% 
3n70 2 3.48% 2.06% 1 6.87% 5.13% 
  4 3.53% 2.63% 2 7.48% 6.11% 
  5 3.62% 2.33% 3 7.21% 5.53% 
3n90 3 3.70% 2.10% 3 8.20% 6.70% 
  4 4.41% 2.82% 4 7.68% 6.46% 
  5 4.32% 2.73% 5 7.04% 5.83% 
3n90t 2 5.49% 3.59% 1 6.95% 7.06% 
  3 5.25% 3.31% 3 7.33% 6.77% 
  6 5.23% 5.55% 5 6.60% 6.62% 
5n70 1 4.62% 3.09% 1 7.74% 5.88% 
  2 4.82% 3.10% 2 7.42% 6.18% 
  5 4.34% 4.37% 3 7.42% 6.24% 
5n90 3 5.32% 3.52% 2 6.77% 5.68% 
  4 5.17% 3.68% 3 7.45% 6.29% 
  5 5.66% 3.65% 4 6.83% 5.81% 
5n105 1 4.13% 2.61% 1 6.01% 4.66% 
  2 4.06% 2.62% 2 6.55% 5.48% 
  3 3.58% 2.54% 3 7.61% 6.16% 
6n50s 1 4.08% 2.69% 2 7.27% 5.73% 
  2 4.89% 3.57% 3 7.35% 5.68% 
  4 4.03% 2.33% 4 7.50% 3.72% 
6n50 1 5.57% 3.59% 1 7.22% 5.11% 
  2 5.14% 3.70% 2 6.75% 5.12% 
  3 5.38% 3.68% 3 6.84% 5.00% 
6n90 1 3.59% 2.02% 1 7.52% 5.94% 
  2 3.55% 2.18% 2 7.43% 5.58% 
  3 3.90% 2.37% 3 7.32% 5.73% 
8n70 8 4.00% 2.48% 1 6.96% 5.10% 
  9 4.50% 2.92% 2 6.75% 5.19% 
  10 3.75% 2.40% 3 7.42% 5.41% 
8n105 1 4.36% 2.95% 1 7.83% 6.10% 
  2 4.45% 3.37% 2 7.41% 5.69% 
  3 4.68% 2.97% 4 7.41% 5.92% 
9n90 9 4.64% 3.54% 1 7.14% 5.89% 
  10 4.06% 2.65% 2 7.05% 5.46% 
  11 3.97% 2.68% 4 7.48% 5.81% 
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Table 2b.  Gyratory and Cored Sample Air Voids, ELHMAP Mixtures 
 
Sample Number gyratory Core 
1111 1 6.55 5.64 
 2 6.66 5.69 
1112 3 7.09 6.19 
 4 6.59 5.98 
1113 2 7.21 6.13 
 3 7.73 6.7 
1114 1 7.05 6.37 
 2 6.92 5.8 
3809 1 7.45 6.5 
 2 6.88 6.3 
 
The test protocol sets limits for length and diameter which can produce out of parallel 
ends and out of round cross sections.  To remove the length variability, a fixture was made 
for use on a circular sander, shown in Figure 7.  The sander disks have special carbide grit 
for removing hard material such as aggregates.  This removal was typically very minimal 
with less than 1 mm removed on one end or the other, with many samples not requiring 
sanding to achieve the required parallel end requirement of 0.5 mm tolerance. 
 
 
Figure 7.  Circular sander used for sample preparation. 
 
 Strain measurements are required to be made on the sample.  To accomplish this, 
special mounting clips with magnetic holders have been fabricated for use in laboratory 
testing.  Figure 8 shows these mounting clips which are glued to the sample at third points 
around the circumference as shown.  A special mounting fixture shown in Figure 9 is used to 
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ensure these mounting clips are mounted concentric with the vertical axis of the sample and 
are equally spaced around the circumference. 
 
Figure 8.  Mounting clips on sample. 
 
 
4” 
3.9” 
 
Figure 9.  Mounting clip template. 
 
 The deformation measurement gauges are shown in Figure 10.  These gauges are 
more sensitive than the standard LVDTs which are recommended, and are used in the 
ATREL lab for crack deformation testing and other applications.  They have been modified 
to include gauge length bars with special self-centering magnetic clips mounted to match the 
mounting clips glued to the samples.  These clips self-center and are held in place 
magnetically, eliminating possible alignment errors associated with screws or other pressure 
mounting devices. 
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Figure 10.  Prepared HMA sample in dynamic modulus test. 
 
3.2 TESTING PARAMETERS 
 As discussed previously, the temperature and frequency of testing are the critical 
parameters necessary to completely describe the dynamic modulus over the range of 
extremes encountered in the actual pavement in the field.  A complete characterization 
requires temperatures from -20° C to 60° C to encompass all levels of performance during 
the year.  The frequency is varied from 0.01 to 30 Hz to encompass all possible traffic levels.  
In actuality, the extremes of temperature and frequency are not necessary to obtain a 
complete representation of dynamic modulus for pavement structural design situations in the 
field, as will be explained in the next section of this report. 
 For the testing conducted here, three temperature levels were used, 20° C, 4° C, and 
-10° C.  The frequencies used varied from 0.01 Hz to 25 Hz.  This combination provides a 
characterization covering all but the extreme high temperature regime.  Temperature values 
used in design for Illinois conditions are covered using these values.  This will be illustrated 
in the following sections, after all test results are presented. 
 Samples were placed in the temperature chamber shown in Figure 11 and allowed to 
equilibrate overnight to the desired temperature.  Prior to testing, two sheets of latex with 
silicone grease in between are placed on each end of the specimen to reduce end restraint 
effects and provide a more uniform stress field distribution in the specimen. 
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Figure 11.  Temperature control chamber used in dynamic modulus test. 
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CHAPTER 4 TEST DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 
 The load applied to the sample and the deformation in each gauge is recorded 
during the cyclic loading.  Typical data plots of stress and strain are shown in Figure 3.  The 
data are analyzed by a computer program that locates the maximum and minimum of each 
pulse and records the time marker with each occurrence.  The time markers are used to 
calculate the time lag between the peaks of the stress and strain traces.  The dynamic 
modulus is calculated for each gauge for a minimum of 10 pulses and averaged for each 
gauge.  The three values are then averaged to obtain the dynamic modulus for that 
specimen for the temperature and frequency used. 
 The resulting dynamic modulus data for mixture 1n80d-7 is shown in Figure 12 with 
individual curves for each temperature spanning the frequencies used.  These curves 
provide a direct indication of the dynamic modulus at each temperature.  It is common 
practice to reduce these individual curves to a master curve.  The master curve is one graph 
with a corresponding equation that provides the means of determining the dynamic modulus 
at any temperature and/or frequency. 
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Figure 12.  Dynamic modulus data for sample 1n80d-7. 
 
 
4.1 TIME-TEMPERATURE SUPERPOSITION 
 The master curve is generated using the principle of time-temperature superposition.  
In this procedure, each curve is moved horizontally until it overlaps the data from a 
temperature that is set as the master temperature.  For these specimens, the master 
temperature, Tm, is selected as 20° C as this represents a temperature that is in the 
intermediate range, and is in the appropriate range above a glass transition temperature to 
allow time-temperature superposition to be done.   Figure 13 illustrates the shifting of the   
4° C data to overlay the 20° C data.  The amount of the horizontal shift is termed at, and is 
the number of log cycles the data are horizontally shifted.  The final shifted data are shown 
in Figure 14 for a shift factor of approximately -1.9 (minus indicates a shift from a lower to a 
higher temperature that lowers stiffness).  The corresponding temperature associated with 
this shift, ΔT, is (T-Tm), and is -16° C for the shift required to construct Figure 14.  Note that 
once data is shifted, the frequency is referred to as a reduced frequency, to indicate shifted 
data is being presented. 
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Figure 13.  Illustration of the at shift between 4° and 20° C data curves. 
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Figure 14.  Shifted data curves following combination of 4° and 20° C data. 
 
 
 
 
 
at 
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 Figure 15 illustrates the horizontal shifting for the -10° C data to overlap the 20° C 
master temperature data which now includes the shifted 4o C data.  The ΔT for this second 
shift is -30° C, and the at value is -4.0.  Figure 16 illustrates the shifted data and is the 
complete master curve for a temperature of 20° C using our test data.  When a master curve 
is presented, the frequency axis is denoted as a reduced frequency (or time) to indicate that 
the data being presented in the master curve are after the horizontal shift has been 
accomplished, and do not represent actual testing at any specific frequency. 
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Figure 15.  Illustration of the at shift between the -10° to 20° C data curves. 
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Figure 16.  The final master curve following combination of -10° and 20° C data. 
at 
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 The shift factors are typically presented in a semi-log plot of Log at vs. the ΔT values.  
The curve from the testing explained here is given in Figure 17.  The data presented here 
are typical of the curves which will be shown in later sections, and can be represented by a 
straight line.  The use of more temperatures in the testing sequence can allow a curvilinear 
function to be fitted, but with the three temperatures, the straight line approximation is 
adequate as most of the temperatures of interest in structural pavement design are right 
above and below the 20° C master curve selected here and a linear extrapolation using the  
-16 °C and 0 °C ΔT points for the extrapolation produces acceptable predictions of modulus 
at different temperatures of interest to pavement load-related performance. 
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Figure 17.  The Log at - ΔT shift curve for master curve temperature of 20° C. 
 
 
4.2 ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF MASTER CURVE 
 The purpose of forming a master curve and obtaining an equation for the time-
temperature superposition data is to provide an equation that allows computation of the 
modulus at any temperature and/or frequency.  The NCHRP 1-37A Mechanistic Empirical 
Pavement Design Guide offers a sigmoidal equation of the form: 
 
)(log1
* tre
E γβ
αδ +++=     (1) 
 
 Where: 
E* is the dynamic modulus 
tr is the time of loading at the reference (master) temperature 
δ,α are fitting parameters (δ is minimum value of E* (E∞) and δ + α is the 
maximum value of E* (Eo) 
β,γ are parameters describing the shape of the sigmoidal function 
 
 
While this representation can express the shape of the master curve, it lacks a simple 
relationship with material properties of the curve that are accepted by rheological 
researchers. 
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 A form that more appropriately represents the data over the intermediate 
temperatures between the extreme temperatures producing the asymptotic modulus and 
frequency values is the Modified Power law.  This equation is of the form: 
 
  { }[ ] n
o
taLogfLog
EEoEE
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++
∞−+∞=
τ
)()/1(^101
*   (2) 
 
 
 Where: 
E* is the dynamic modulus 
Eo is the high frequency modulus asymptote (maximum value) 
E∞ is the low frequency modulus asymptote (minimum value, not reached 
during testing) 
f is the frequency in Hz for the desired modulus value 
at is the shift value for the corresponding temperature, as previously 
discussed in Figure 17  
n is the straight line slope of the modulus curve 
τo is the intercept of the Eo asymptote and the straight line through the middle 
portion of the curve with slope n. 
 
 When the appropriate values are established through curve-fitting, the resulting 
curve fits the dynamic modulus data as shown in Figure 18.  This Modified Power law is 
more straightforward to interpret and relate to the data with specific values than the 
sigmoidal function.  The Modified Power law representation will be used for this report for 
any calculation of modulus values at different temperatures and frequencies.  Stand-alone 
software for the reduction of dynamic modulus test data to produce master, or reference, 
curves is currently not available for either model, and the parameters provided for each 
sample have been generated by graphical best fit procedures.  The NCHRP 1-37A 
Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide has a routine to fit one test sequence to the 
sigmoidal function, but it is not suitable for routine laboratory data reduction in its present 
form. 
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Figure 18. The fitted modified power law on the 20° C master curve. 
 
For this specimen, 1n80d-7, the following fitting parameters are generated: 
 
  Eo is 4,000,000 psi (Log Eo = 6.6) 
  E∞ is 45,000 psi 
  τo = 0.0008 
  n is 0.3 
  Log at =  0.116(T-Tm) 
 
4.3 APPLICATION 
Equation (2) allows the dynamic modulus to be calculated for any frequency and 
temperature.  For this mix, 1n80D-7, at f =10 Hz (Log 1/f = -1) and 20° C (Log at = 0), the 
calculated dynamic modulus is 972,000 psi, or a log value of 5.97.  For a frequency of 1 Hz 
(log 1/f = 0, Log at = 0), the dynamic modulus at 20° C calculates as 510,000 psi or a log 
value of 5.7 which both plot right on the data shown in Figure 18 above.  Different 
temperatures can be used by calculating the at value from the best fit line equation Log at = 
0.116(T-Tm) and substituting it in the Modified Power Law equation.  At 10 Hz (Log 1/f = -1) 
a temperature of T = -10° C will give T-Tm =-30o C.  This corresponds to a Log at = -4.0 read 
from the data curve in Figure 17 (or 3.48 calculated from the best fit line Log at = 0.116(T-
Tm)).  These f and at values in equation (2) calculate a dynamic modulus of 3,985,000 psi 
(or 3,952,000 psi) which give a log E* value of 6.6 at 10 Hz.  This value can be seen in 
Figure 12 which contains the test data at -10o C prior to shifting.  The data from the low 
temperature test has a value of Log E* = 6.6 at 10 Hz (Log 10 = 1).   
Using equation (2) derived from the laboratory testing, the dynamic modulus of the 
mixture can be determined for any pavement condition, most specifically for a variety of 
temperatures for a predetermined frequency of loading, related to traffic speed.  Extra 
consideration is still required if frequency of load is to be related to depth of cover in a 
pavement.  It is accepted that at greater depths, the load pulse is spread out, giving a lower 
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frequency (longer load pulse duration).  The exact nature of this “load spreading” is still 
under discussion. 
Equation (2) provides best results in the intermediate temperatures and frequencies.  
This range can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 18 as the portion of the data curves that are 
not on the horizontal modulus asymptote.  In this instance the horizontal modulus asymptote 
represents the low temperature or high frequency range (stiffest possible modulus).  For 
general testing, frequencies from 0.01 to 10 Hz and temperatures of 10° C to 30° C are 
captured well by this representation. 
 
4.4 REDUCED DATA 
 The master curves and the time-temperature shift curves discussed previously are 
presented in Appendix B for all specimens.  Curves are given for both the 4 and 7 percent 
air void IDOT mixtures, and the seven percent air void ELHMAP mixtures.  The curve fitting 
parameters for the Modified Power Law formulation for each master curve shown are 
summarized in Tables 3 and 4 for the IDOT mixtures, 4 percent and 7 percent air void 
samples, respectively.  Table 5 contains the curve fitting parameters for the ELHMAP test 
section mixtures. 
 These numerical values are necessary for analytical calculations of modulus 
variation for actual in-situ conditions for advanced modeling.  Differences in these values 
can provide some insight into mixture behavior, which will be analyzed in a subsequent 
report.  The Log at curve provides the indications of temperature susceptibility.  The greater 
the slope of the Log at curve, the greater the change in modulus for a corresponding change 
in temperature.  The n value is the slope of the master curve, and indicates the sensitivity of 
change in modulus with frequency of loading.  The higher this n value, the greater the 
changes in modulus for a corresponding change in frequency, or vehicle speed.  The Eo 
value is the highest stiffness the mixture will have at the coldest temperature, and the E∞ 
value represents the lowest stiffness at the highest temperatures, both of which are typically 
outside the typical range of pavement temperatures for typical vehicle speeds.  The effect of 
the τo value is to shift the modulus curve left or right, which produces a higher or lower 
modulus at a given frequency. 
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Table 3.  Dynamic Modulus Curve Parameters, IDOT 4 Percent Void Samples 
 
 n Eo, psi E∞, psi τo 
1n105-4 0.29 5000000 30000 0.007 
2n90-4 0.24 5000000 20000 0.0015 
3n90-4 0.27 4300000 35000 0.025 
5n90-4 0.27 4500000 40000 0.005 
5n105-4 0.32 3500000 40000 0.002 
6n50-4 0.32 4600000 35000 0.005 
8n105-4 0.28 4600000 35000 0.005 
9n90-4 0.27 4600000 30000 0.005 
1n80d-4 0.29 4000000 30000 0.002 
1n80s-4 0.28 4200000 40000 0.0005 
3n70-4 0.31 4600000 35000 0.005 
3n90t-4 0.3 4300000 15000 0.005 
3n90t2-4 0.23 3750000 35000 0.005 
5n70-4 0.34 4200000 30000 0.005 
6n50s-4 0.35 4600000 75000 0.005 
6n50s2-4 0.27 3500000 40000 0.005 
6n90-4 0.28 3600000 45000 0.005 
8n70-4 0.45 4600000 45000 0.04 
9n90-4 0.27 4600000 30000 0.005 
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Table 4.  Dynamic Modulus Curve Parameters, IDOT 7 Percent Void Samples 
 
 n Eo, psi E∞, psi τo 
1n105-7 0.3 4300000 35000 0.0065 
2n90-7 0.31 4000000 30000 0.009 
3n90-7 0.25 3500000 30000 0.005 
5n90-7 0.3 3500000 20000 0.015 
5n105-7 0.3 3200000 35000 0.0015 
6n50-7 0.33 4000000 20000 0.004 
8n105-7 0.3 5000000 40000 0.0015 
9n90-7 0.3 4000000 35000 0.006 
1n80d-7 0.3 4000000 45000 0.0008 
1n80s-7 0.3 3500000 30000 0.001 
3n70-7 0.35 4200000 40000 0.008 
3n90t-7 0.28 5250000 40000 0.0007 
3n90t2-7 0.27 5000000 30000 0.001 
5n70-7 0.28 4000000 30000 0.002 
6n50s-7 0.34 3600000 40000 0.0046 
6n50s2-7 0.33 4000000 40000 0.002 
6n90-7 0.28 3250000 35000 0.003 
8n70-7 0.45 4500000 35000 0.02 
9n80-7 0.3 4000000 35000 0.006 
1n105b-7 0.275 3500000 25000 0.0006 
 
 
 
Table 5.  Dynamic Modulus Curve Parameters, ELHMAP 7 Percent Air Voids 
 
Sample n Eo, psi E∞, psi τo 
85 BIT 1111 0.3 40,000 6,000,000 0.005 
85 BIT 1112 0.3 40,000 5,200,000 0.005 
85 BIT 1113 0.31 40,000 3,800,000 0.03 
85 BIT 1114 0.3 75,000 4,300,000 0.009 
85 BIT 3809 0.32 45,000 3,600,000 0.025 
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4.5 MIXTURE COMPARISONS 
 Table 6 and Table 7 are constructed to allow comparison of modulus values for the 
different mixes tested on a consistent basis.  These tables contain dynamic modulus values 
taken from the test data for all the IDOT and ELHMAP mixtures tested, at a representative 
temperature of 20° C and a frequency of 10 Hz (0.1 second load pulse duration).  The 
values given here are the actual values from the test results, representing the average from 
the three deformation gauges mounted on each specimen.  The coefficient of variability (CV) 
for these test results, shown in Table 6 and Table 7, show that the majority of testing 
produced very good variability (common CV values are in the 25 percent range for E* 
testing) with the exception of sample 5n90, where it appears that one test is suspicious. 
The data in Table 6 and Table 7 illustrate which mixtures developed higher modulus 
values on a relative basis.  The relative modulus values indicate that all of the mixtures 
tested possess modulus values which would be considered acceptable at 20° C.  In general, 
the range of 1,000,000 psi to 2,000,000 psi with higher values at lower air voids is typical. 
The temperature effects produced by the different binders cannot be directly observed 
without applying the time-temperature superposition shift curves in the Modified Power law 
equation which will be performed in a subsequent report.  Specific impacts of binder will be 
addressed in a subsequent report detailing modulus estimation equations that are in use. 
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Table 6.  Dynamic Modulus at 20° C for a 10 Hz Test, IDOT Mixtures 
 
 
4% air voids 7% air voids 
Sample 
Sample 
No. 
Modulus, 
Psi 
Coefficient of 
Variation,% 
Sample  
No. 
Modulus, 
psi 
Coefficient of 
Variation 
3 1.198E+06 1 1.018E+06 
4 1.299E+06 2 1.039E+06 
1n80d 
 
 5 1.451E+06 
9.7 
3 1.071E+06 2.6 
1 1.165E+06 1 1.115E+06 
2 1.154E+06 2 9.158E+05 
1n80s 
 
 3 1.115E+06 
2.3 
3 8.888E+05 13 
1 2.401E+06 1 1.982E+06 
2 2.106E+06 2 1.818E+06 
1n105 
 
 3 2.001E+06 
9.6 
4 1.759E+06 6.2 
1 1.759E+06 1 2.141E+06 
3 1.941E+06 2 1.722E+06 
2n90 
 
 4 2.051E+06 
7.7 
3 1.394E+06 2.1 
2 1.724E+06 1 1.732E+06 
4 1.757E+06 2 1.282E+06 
3n70 
 
 5 1.997E+06 
8.2 
3 2.332E+06 2.9 
3 6.808E+06 3 9.625E+06 
4 7.714E+06 4 1.206E+07 
3n90 
 
 5 2.414E+07 
7.6 
5 5.686E+06 3.5 
2 1.856E+06 1 1.423E+06 
3 2.482E+06 3 1.521E+06 
3n90t 
 
 6 1.592E+06 
23 
5 1.797E+06 12 
1 1.631E+06 1 1.199E+06 
2 1.437E+06 2 1.221E+06 
5n70 
 
 5 1.478E+06 
6.8 
3 1.458E+06 11 
3 1.029E+06 2 1.809E+06 
4 2.200E+06 3 1.688E+06 
5n90 
 
 5 2.589E+06 
42 
4 1.834E+06 4.4 
1 1.022E+06 1 1.000E+06 
2 1.056E+06 2 9.921E+05 
5n105 
 
 3 9.654E+05 
4.5 
3 9.941E+05 4.1 
1 1.640E+06 2 1.340E+06 
2 1.230E+06 3 1.033E+06 
6n50s 
 
 4 1.375E+06 
15 
4 1.217E+06 13 
1 2.064E+06 1 1.360E+06 
2 1.533E+06 2 1.564E+06 
6n50 
 
 3 1.847E+06 
15 
3 1.465E+06 6.9 
1 1.394E+06 1 1.235E+06 
2 1.597E+06 2 1.291E+06 
6n90 
 
 3 1.782E+06 
12 
3 1.263E+06 2.2 
8 1.949E+06 1 1.836E+06 
9 2.280E+06 2 1.949E+06 
8n70 
 
 10 2.073E+06 
7.9 
3 1.440E+06 15 
1 2.254E+06 1 1.530E+06 
2 1.982E+06 2 1.667E+06 
8n105 
 
 3 2.044E+06 
6.8 
4 1.357E+06 10 
9 2.099E+06 1 2.010E+06 
10 2.167E+06 2 5.735E+07 
9n90 
 
 11 2.191E+06 
2.2 
4 1.640E+06 16 
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Table 7.  Dynamic Modulus at 20° C for a 10 Hz Test, ELHMAP Mixtures 
(no 4 percent air void mixtures tested) 
 
 
   
 
7% air voids 
Sample 
Sample 
No. 
Modulus, 
psi 
Coefficient of 
Variation,% 
Sample  
No. 
Modulus, 
psi 
Coefficient of 
Variation, % 
   1 2.274E+ 06 
1111    2 2.139E+ 06 4.3 
   3 2.029E+ 06 
1112    4 2.032E+ 06 0.1 
   2 2.661E+ 06 
1113    3s 1.620E+ 06 34 
   41 2.390E+ 06 
1114    42 1.863E+ 06 18 
   1 1.660E+ 06 
3809    2 2.169E+ 06 19 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
 This report presents the results of the dynamic modulus testing for the IDOT 
mixtures and the ELHMAP section mixtures.  In general, the modulus values all appear 
satisfactory from a structural design standpoint, with typical modulus values at 20 °C (typical 
pavement temperature) ranging from 1,000,000 psi to 2,000,000 psi.  Comparing the 4 
percent air void samples to the 7 percent air void samples, the extra compaction to lower air 
voids did increase the modulus slightly, as would be expected.  These values are slightly 
higher than modulus values assumed for previous mixtures. 
 The difference in voids between the gyratory and cored samples was as expected 
with the cored inner portion of the gyratory sample showing a considerably higher level of 
compaction with lower air voids.  The difference in voids between the gyratory and cored 
samples averaged 1.4 percent for the 4 percent void samples, and 1.5 percent for the 7 
percent void samples.  This shows that extra compaction to reduce air voids provides a 
more uniform air void structure in the gyratory specimen.  The average air voids for the 
cored dynamic modulus samples were 3 percent and 5.7 percent for the 4 and 7 percent 
samples, respectively. 
 In general, the extra compaction lessened the temperature effect on modulus change 
as shown in the slightly lower slope in the Log at data plots.  The magnitude of this 
difference is well within the normal variability in the test data, and within the tolerances 
associated with any estimation process that might be used.  This decrease in temperature 
susceptibility with increased density really indicates the increased impact of the aggregate 
structure that is enhanced through the higher densification level, which lessens the impact of 
the asphalt binder on modulus.   There was no apparent trend showing that mixes designed 
to higher number of gyrations developed higher dynamic modulus values.  More detailed 
analysis is necessary to separate out any individual influences such as design gyrations. 
 
5.2  RECOMMENDATIONS 
 In a subsequent report the mixture composition information will be analyzed together 
with the modulus data to generate comparisons with existing dynamic modulus prediction 
models that will illustrate the reliability of this modulus testing to forecast generic modulus 
values for use in pavement design considerations.  This analysis should not be interpreted 
to illustrate mix design modifications to produce changes in modulus values, but only as a 
general application of mixture information in establishing compliance with expected modulus 
values for the structural design considerations for different classes of mixtures. 
 A second report will attempt to extract any mixture composition impacts on modulus 
values measured on these mixtures to illustrate any compositional effects on modulus 
development in IDOT mixtures.  This information, if any relationships are found, could guide 
mixture improvements. 
 The modulus values presented here and the master curve information can be used 
to calculate approximate modulus values that can be considered typical of mixtures being 
produced with the PG graded binders and the Superpave gyratory compactor in Illinois. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
MIXTURE DESIGN INFORMATION 
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 32
   1N80S 
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       2N90 
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 3N70 
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     3N90T 
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      3N90 
 37
         5N70 
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                               5N90 
 
 39
                               5N105 
 
 40
    6N50 
 
 41
 6N50S 
 
 42
        6N90 
 
 43
      8N70 
 
 44
         8N105 
 
 45
       9N90 
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ELHMAP MIXTURE DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED AT ATREL 
 
 
MIX TYPE:       Bituminous Concrete Binder Course, 
      N90,  Illinois 19.0, (Polymerized) 
 
MIX NUMBER:      85 BIT 1111 
 
ASPHALT CEMENT GRADE   SBS PG 70-22   
 
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmm) 2.477 
 
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmb)  2.379 
 
PERCENT VOIDS    4.0 
 
MATERIAL SOURCES 
 
Coarse Aggregate 042CMM11 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  39.9 % 
Coarse Aggregate 032CMM16 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  34.2 % 
Fine Aggregate 038FAM20 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  24.9 % 
Lime   003FAM00 Mississippi Lime Co., St. Genevieve, MO 1.0 % 
Asphalt Cement   Emulsicoat, Urbana, IL   4.5 % 
 
 
Aggregate Gradations 
 042CMM11 032CMM16 038FAM20 003FAM00 Blend 
Type Limestone Limestone Limestone Lime N/A 
Quality Class C Class B Class B N/A N/A 
Sieve Size      
25.4 100 100 100 100 100 
19.9 95.1 100 100 100 98.4 
12.5 38.2 100 100 100 75.3 
9.5 13.4 97.8 100 100 64.7 
4.75 3.2 33.8 98.7 100 38.4 
2.36 2.2 6.5 72.4 100 21.5 
1.18 1.9 3.5 40.5 100 13.0 
600 um 1.7 3.0 23.0 100 8.4 
300 um 1.6 2.7 13.2 100 6.8 
150 um 1.5 2.5 7.9 99.0 4.4 
75 um 1.3 2.3 6.8 97.0 3.7 
 
No liquid anti-strips were used in this mixture. 
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ELHMAP MIXTURE DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED AT ATREL 
 
 
 
MIX TYPE:       Bituminous Concrete Binder Course, 
      N90, Illinois 19.0, (Standard) 
 
MIX NUMBER:      85 BIT 1112 
 
ASPHALT CEMENT GRADE   PG 64-22   
 
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmm) 2.477 
 
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmb)  2.377 
 
PERCENT VOIDS    4.0 
 
MATERIAL SOURCES 
 
Coarse Aggregate 042CMM11 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  40.5 % 
Coarse Aggregate 032CMM16 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  33.0 % 
Fine Aggregate 038FAM20 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  25.5 % 
Lime   003FAM00 Mississippi Lime Co., St. Genevieve, MO 1.0 % 
Asphalt Cement   Emulsicoat, Urbana, IL   4.5 % 
 
Aggregate Gradations 
 042CMM11 032CMM16 038FAM20 003FAM00 Blend 
Type Limestone Limestone Limestone Lime N/A 
Quality Class C Class B Class B N/A N/A 
Sieve Size      
25.4 100 100 100 100 100 
19.9 96.1 100 100 100 98.4 
12.5 38.2 100 100 100 75.0 
9.5 13.4 97.9 100 100 64.2 
4.75 3.2 33.8 98.7 100 38.8 
2.36 2.2 5.5 72.4 100 22.2 
1.18 1.9 3.5 40.5 100 13.3 
600 um 1.7 3.0 23.0 100 6.5 
300 um 1.6 2.7 13.2 100 5.9 
150 um 1.6 2.5 7.9 99.0 4.4 
75 um 1.3 2.3 5.9 97.0 3.8 
 
No liquid anti-strips were used in this mixture. 
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ELHMAP MIXTURE DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED AT ATREL 
 
 
MIX TYPE:       Bituminous Concrete Surface Course, 
      N90, Illinois D mix, (Dense Graded) 
 
MIX NUMBER:      85 BIT 1113 
 
ASPHALT CEMENT GRADE   SBS PG 70-22   
 
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmm) 2.443 
 
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmb)  2.343 
 
PERCENT VOIDS    4.0 
 
MATERIAL SOURCES 
 
Coarse Aggregate 032CMM16 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  31.5 % 
Coarse Aggregate 031CMM16 Carrie Scharf Material Co., Funks Grove, IL 30.5 %  
Fine Aggregate 009FAM20 Carrie Scharf Material Co., Funks Grove, IL  20.0 % 
Fine Aggregate 031FAM01 Carrie Scharf Material Co., Funks Grove, IL 14.7 % 
Mineral Filler  004MFM01 Bloomington Creek Stone, Bloomington, IN 2.3 % 
Lime   003FAM00 Mississippi Lime Co., St. Genevieve, MO 1.0 % 
Asphalt Cement   Emulsicoat, Urbana, IL   5.4% 
 
Aggregate Gradations 
 032CMM16 031CMM16 009FAM20 031FAM01 004MFM01 003FAM00 Blend 
Type Limestone Gravel Gravel Gravel Min. Filler Lime N/A 
Quality Class B Class B N/A Class B N/A N/A N/A 
Sieve 
Size 
       
25.4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
19.9 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
12.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
9.5 97.0 93.2 100 100 100 100 97.0 
4.75 33.5 30.2 93.1 99.6 100 100 57.3 
2.36 5.8 3.9 76.6 87.6 100 100 34.3 
1.18 3.6 1.1 48.3 56.6 100 100 22.7 
600 um 2.8 0.8 31.0 29.5 100 100 15.0 
300 um 2.6 0.7 19.0 5.4 100 100 8.9 
150 um 2.4 0.6 10.4 1.0 95.0 99.0 6.3 
75 um 2.3 0.5 5.9 0.7 85.0 97.0 6.1 
 
No liquid anti-strips were used in this mixture. 
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ELHMAP MIXTURE DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED AT ATREL 
 
MIX TYPE:       Bituminous Concrete Binder Course 
      N90, Illinois 19.0, (Rich Bottom Binder) 
 
MIX NUMBER:      85 BIT 1114 
 
ASPHALT CEMENT GRADE   PG 64-22   
 
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmm) 2.457 
 
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmb)  2.393 
 
PERCENT VOIDS    2.5 
 
MATERIAL SOURCES 
 
Coarse Aggregate 042CMM11 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  40.5 % 
Coarse Aggregate 032CMM16 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  33.0 % 
Fine Aggregate 038FAM20 Material Service, Fairmont, IL  25.5 % 
Lime   003FAM00 Mississippi Lime Co., St. Genevieve, MO 1.0 % 
Asphalt Cement   Emulsicoat, Urbana, IL   5.1 % 
 
Aggregate Gradations 
 042CMM11 032CMM16 038FAM20 003FAM00 Blend 
Type Limestone Limestone Limestone Lime N/A 
Quality Class C Class B Class B N/A N/A 
Sieve Size      
25.4 100 100 100 100 100 
19.9 96.1 100 100 100 98.4 
12.5 38.2 100 100 100 75.0 
9.5 13.4 97.9 100 100 64.2 
4.75 3.2 33.8 96.7 100 38.6 
2.36 2.2 5.5 72.4 100 22.2 
1.18 1.9 3.5 40.5 100 13.3 
600 um 1.7 3.0 23.0 100 8.5 
300 um 1.6 2.7 13.2 100 6.9 
150 um 1.5 2.5 7.9 100 4.4 
75 um 1.3 2.3 5.9 100 3.8 
No liquid anti-strips were used in this mixture. 
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ELHMAP MIXTURE DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED AT ATREL 
 
MIX TYPE:       Stone Matrix Asphalt Surface Course 
      N80 
MIX NUMBER:      85 BIT 3809 
ASPHALT CEMENT GRADE   SBS PG 76-28   
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmm) 2.937 
 
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY (Gmb)  2.619 
 
PERCENT VOIDS    4.0 
 
MATERIAL SOURCES 
 
Coarse Aggregate 039CMM11 Heritage Slag, Gary, IN   11.6 % 
Coarse Aggregate 039CMM13 Heritage Slag, Gary, IN   74.8 % 
Fine Aggregate 038FAM20 Quality Lime Company, Marshall, IL  8.0 % 
Mineral Filler  004MFM01 Material Service, Nokomis, IL  4.6 % 
Lime   003FAM00 Mississippi Lime Co., St. Genevieve, MO 1.0 % 
Asphalt Cement   Emulsicoat, Urbana, IL   5.4 % 
 
Aggregate Gradations 
 039CMM11 039CMM13 038FAM20 004MFM01 003FAM00 Blend 
Type Steel Slag Steel Slag Limestone Min. Filler Lime N/A 
Quality Class B Class B Class B N/A N/A N/A 
Sieve Size       
25.4 100 100 100 100 100 100 
19.9 100 100 100 100 100 100 
12.5 34.3 100 100 100 100 92.4 
9.5 7.4 63.6 100 100 100 77.0 
4.75 2.6 21.8 99.4 100 100 30.1 
2.36 2.2 9.1 72.9 100 100 18.6 
1.18 2.1 7.1 37.9 100 100 14.2 
600 um 2.0 6.4 22.5 100 100 12.4 
300 um 1.9 5.4 14.0 100 100 11.0 
150 um 1.6 4.3 9.3 95.0 99.0 9.5 
75 um 1.4 2.9 6.9 85.0 97.0 7.8 
 
No liquid anti-strips were used in this mixture. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
DYNAMIC MODULUS MASTER CURVES FOR 
 
 IDOT MIXTURES 
 
AND 
 
ELHMAP MIXTURES
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n105, 4 percent air voids, at 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n105, 7 percent air voids, 20 C
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1n105
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Master Curve, Mixture 2n90, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 2n90, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 2n90 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90, 4 percent air voids, 20 C  
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 3n90 
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n90, 4 percent air voids, 20 C  
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n90, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 5n90 
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n105, 4 percent air voids, 20 C  
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n105, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 5n105 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n50, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n50, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 6n50 
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Master Curve, Mixture 8n105, 4 percent air voids, 20 C  
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Master Curve, Mixture 8n105, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 8n105 
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Master Curve, Mixture 9n90, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 9n90, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 9n90 
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Master Curve, Mixture n105b, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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 Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture n105b 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n80d, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n80d, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1n80d 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n80s, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1n80s, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1n80s 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n70, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n70, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 3n70 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90t, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90t, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 3n90t 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90t2, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3n90t2, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 3n90t2 
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n70, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 5n70, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 5n70 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n50s, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n50s, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 6n50s 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n90, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 6n90, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 6n90? 
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Master Curve, Mixture 8n70, 4 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Master Curve, Mixture 8n70, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 8n70 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1114, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1114 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1113, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1113 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1112, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1112 
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Master Curve, Mixture 1111, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 1111 
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Master Curve, Mixture 3809, 7 percent air voids, 20 C 
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Time-temperature Shift Curves for Mixture 3809 
 

